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<H1> Make Your Next Screen Print Stand Out With Permaset Foil 
 
Amidst the emergence of many printing technologies and techniques nowadays, screen printing            
remains the most famous and widely-used one. Screen printing works by using a mesh to               
transfer ink onto an underlying layer, except for certain areas made insusceptible to the ink               
through a blocking stencil. It is through this process where fabrics and other materials get               
exceptional prints, due in part to the quality of screen print inks being utilized.  
 
Over the years, Australia has been the home of plenty of manufacturers of water-based screen               
print inks and foils in order to serve the ever-growing demand for fabric printing. The most                
trusted and sought-after brands within Australia is Permaset. It offers not just incredible             
water-based inks, but also the best aqua foils available to make your finished product cooler               
than ever.  
 
One of the most famous variations of the aforementioned brand is Permaset Foil FX. Unlike any                
other textile inks, Permaset Foil offers an extraordinary spark on your garment, making it more               
appealing and attractive. To be familiar with the product itself and how it works, here’s what                
you need to know: 
 

● It provides astonishing visual effects for both light and dark backgrounds.  
Whether you opt for a fierce or calm garment color, Permaset Foil is perfect for both. Its                 
100% solvent-free formula provides a rich coverage, intense pigmentation, and an           
extraordinary color yield on your printed material. Consisting of four different shades            
(blue, copper, silver, and gold), Permaset Foil is very suitable on materials like sequins              
and easily fits on dark backgrounds; on one hand, you could also create special designs               
to make it compatible with white and other light backgrounds.  
 
However, as this product’s launderability and rub resistance are relatively low, it is not              
recommended for furniture and other home fittings. Notwithstanding that limitation,          
this screenprint ink remains best and excellent for your desired textile design.  
 

● It is 100% vegan and free from ozone depleting chemicals.  
Being Australia’s number one premium water-based ink for screen printing, Permaset           
Foil is 100% vegan and environment-friendly. This product has never been tested on             
animals and is completely free from any animal content. Also, this does not contain any               
aromatic hydrocarbons, volatile solvents, and ozone depleting chemicals such as CFC’s           



and HCFC’s. This only showcases the degree of animal care and eco-friendliness            
Colormaker Industries upholds. Hence, if you consider yourself an eco-friendly          
professional, why not make the best of your screen print with Permaset Foil now?  
 
 

● The type of design must be considered before using the ink.  
Given the large flake size of Permaset Foil FX, the normal 43T (110 tpi) mesh cannot be                 
utilized; instead, a much more open one like 20 or 22T (50-55 tpi) is required. This is all                  
because stretch is compromised whenever a large mesh is used, thus making your             
screen print a bit distorted and undesirable. This product is proven and tested to be very                
appropriate on particular designs where the FOIL FX print is divided and broken into              
small areas, very close to that of sequins. Take note of this tip and you’ll always have the                  
best screen print with Permaset Foil FX! 

 
 
 
You can always generate alluring designs for your next screen print, but it’s equally important               
to choose the kind of ink that perfectly suits the quality of your fabric. Try it with Permaset Foil                   
now!  

 
 
 


